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Tara Arntsen has 212,973 views for each of these species, there is a different set of pronouns, so students should be introduced to them separately. These are just some of the pronouns that students will encounter while learning English however personal pronouns are also among the most commonly used. How to continue 1 Warm-up Start by talking about people so that
students can provide some examples of suggestions for work in the next section. You can ask questions as easily as your name is? to start with. Write suggestions that you would like to use on the board. You can have students volunteer to answer questions, play a short game, or call students for this section. Since the introduction can take some time and requires students to
really focus, try to hold an activity that gets them out of their chairs and move around. 2 Introduction: Subjective Introduction of Subjective Pronas I, You, It, It, We, You, and Them. Usually there are two columns with three rows each so that there are singular pronouns on the left and plural pronouns on the right. He, she, and it's usually listed together. Maintaining this format while
introducing other sets of pro-lifes will help students remember them. Once they are on board do some choral repetition for pronunciation practice and write a few sentences on the board. Be sure to have a sentence for each pronoun and ask students to tell you which words or words should be replaced. If students say that David should be replaced by the word it, you can give them
another opportunity to give them the correct protoun and then talk about why he is the right replacement in this case. 3 Practice Personal Pronouns Continue to hold hands-on activities in the classroom until you think your students have a good understanding of these new words. You can have students form a team of about four for activities where when you say a sentence, the
first team to write the correct prodence on the board gets a point. If you say: The dog loves walking. Students should write it on the board. It's a good idea to do activities like this so that as issues come up, you can solve them rather than come back to clear up some things after a lot of individual practice has been done. For conversational practice you can play in a fruit basket or
just students do short-acting writing and then ask them to read aloud what they have written. 4 Enter: Objective/ Obsessed You can present the objective pronouns of me, you, He, she, it is, we, you, and them, as well as the possessive pronouns of mine, yours, his, her, ours, yours, and their in many ways just as you presented the subjective pronouns above. Students have an
easier time understanding their meaning and memorizing them after practicing using subjective pronouns. Introduce and practice these pronouns in separate classes until students grasping for the material. 5 Practice Similar practical exercises, which you used for subjective pronouns, can also be used for objective and possessive pronouns. For students to engage and focus on
the material, be sure to incorporate some new activities as well. Fill in the blank and a few exercise choices as simple ways to test understanding. Students may be asked to share what they know to write and talk with possessive pronouns. The tip for the activity may be this is mine. and you can require students to bring an item to class and write a certain number of suggestions
about it. 6 Review After students have reviewed these three types of personal pro these, you should do some activities that combine all three. If you decide to use sheets or games to do so it is up to you and depends on how well your class usually responds to certain types of exercise. A review class that combines everything they've learned about pronouns can be a challenge,
but it can also help you learn what students are struggling with and where their confusion lies. If necessary, you can refer to these things at a later lesson. Your students will learn other types of pronouns during their English course, but personal pronouns are especially important because they are used quite often. Students will be able to practice using personal pro births
frequently, so there is no need to make a special effort to incorporate them into future lessons. See our collection of personal probing schedules and lessons. P.S. If you liked this article, please help spread it by clicking on one of these exchange buttons below. And if you're interested in more, you should follow our Facebook page where we share more about creative, non-boring
ways of teaching English. Get the entire BusyTeacher library: Significantly improve the way you learn save hours of prep time with the entire BusyTeacher library. Includes the best of BusyTeacher: all 80 of our PDF e-books. It's 4036 pages filled with thousands of practical activities and tips that you can start using today. A 30-day guarantee of monetary protection. Find out more 0
112,785 0 0 205,434 0 0 108,087 0 24.950 0 Home » English Grammar Level of pronouns: Beginner We have both the pronouns of the subject and the pronoun of the object: The subject of the object I me you you it it it it's us us you them they they use the subject of pronoun as the subject of the verb: I like your dress. You're running late. He's a friend of mine. It's raining. She's on
vacation. We live in England.They are from London. Be careful! English states always have a theme. His father had just come out He was a teacher. (NOT a teacher.) I'm waiting for my wife. She's late. (Not late.) The imperative, which is used for orders, invitations and queries, is an exception: Stop! Go away. Please come to dinner tomorrow. Play again, once, If there is no other
item, we use it or there. We call it a fictitious subject. We use object pronouns as a verb object: Can you help me, please? I can see you. She doesn't like him. I saw her in town today. We saw them in town yesterday, but they didn't see us. and after the excuses: She's waiting for me. I'll take it for you. Give it to him. Why are you looking at her? Don't ask us. I'll talk to them. The
pronouns of the subject and object 1 MultipleChoice_MTU4MDc the subject and pronoun of object 2 GapFillTyping_MTU4MDg it, she and they We use him/him to refer to men and she/she to refer to women. When we're not sure if we're talking about a man or a woman, we use them/them: It's Jack. He's my brother. I don't think you've met him. It's Angela. She's my sister. Have
you met her before? You can go to the doctor. They can help you. Talk to a friend. Ask them to help you. he, she, and they're 1 GapFillDragAndDrop_MTU4MDk it, she and they're 2 GapFillTyping_MTU4MTY you, and they're using you to talk about people in general, including the speaker and speaker: You can buy this book everywhere. This book is sold everywhere. You can't
park here. Parking is not allowed here. We use them/them to talk about institutions and organizations: They serve good food here. (they and the restaurant) Ask them for a cheaper ticket. (they are an airline), especially the government and the authorities: they don't let you smoke here. They're going to increase taxes. They're building a new highway. They say it's going to rain
tomorrow. you and they 1 GapFillTyping_MTU4MTc you and they 2 GapFillTyping_MTU4MTk this we use it to talk about ourselves: Hello. It's George. when other people can't see us: It's me. (Maria knocks on the door.) We also use it to talk about other people: when do we point people out for the first time: Look. This is Paul McCartney. Who is this? I think it's John's brother. when
we can't see someone and we ask their name: Hello. Who is this? (someone answers the phone) Who is it? (someone is about to answer the door) MultipleChoice_MTkxMTI at A2 ESL level a lesson plan for learning personal pro life. It includes leadership, a few classroom classes and games, as well as a collection of free resources from around the Internet. A recommended way
to view these content is through the TEFL Handbook app, which gives you offline access to everything on the site. The Leading Board of Directors below identifies one way to consider personal prodlings for students at this level. Start by writing a sentence on a board that contains an object, an object, and an attraction proloun. Have students identify each of them and highlight it on
the board. Finally, as the color text suggests, students will work in groups to complete all the object and possessive pronouns. Esl EventsA interestingly interesting This writing activity, students will work in groups to come up with an example of suggestions for the facility and possessive pronouns. If you have pre-taught targeted grammar on board, students work in groups of 3-4 to
create sentences that use that language. Encourage them to try to unite them as an example of a proposal from the board's work. Add a few more examples to help them. Start by adding the following sentences to the board:1. John likes Mark and Peter's dog.2 The freezer is broken. Claire and I are going to visit Connor tomorrow.4 This car is at Emma's.5. My father gave me and
my brother some money.6 Arsenal are a very good team. Develop a solution for the first sentence on the class board. Try to get the right answer from your students.E.g. 1) He loves his dog. Party timeA is a writing activity where students practice the use of the target language when it comes to a past event. Tell your students that they are going to write about the last birthday that
they attended. Before they start, raise some of the questions they would expect to answer and write them on the board: Who's birthday? How old was he? Where'd he go? Who was there? What gift did you give him? What gifts did he receive? Get? personal pronouns esl worksheet. personal pronouns esl games. personal pronouns esl lesson plan. personal pronouns esl online
game. personal pronouns esl pdf. personal pronouns esl video. personal pronouns esl activities. personal pronouns esl ppt
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